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In the original published version of the above article, author Peng Chen’s name was incorrectly written as Chen Peng. In addition,
our Acknowledgments section was incomplete and has been updated to the following: this work was supported by Singapore
NRF fellowship (NRF-2011NRF-NRFF 001-025) to L.S. and NIH grants DK047618, DK068348, and 5P01 HL066105 to H.F.L. This
research is also supported by the Singapore National Research Foundation under its CBRG grant (NMRC/CBRG/0070/2014) and
administrated by the Singapore Ministry of Health’s National Medical Research Council. Thanks to Dr. Patrick Seale, University of
Pennsylvania, for the technical help inmature adipocyte transfection. These errors have nowbeen fixed online. The authors apologize
for any inconvenience caused by these errors.918 Cell Metabolism 21, 918, June 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.
